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Build your
own platform
/ Training pro

Why Training PRO?
Welcome & Onboard New Hires

Ensure your new hires are prepared and ready to
perform on their first day by providing them with a
comprehensive pre - and onboarding journey.

Modular for your business

The Platform is customizable and modular in design,
meaning you can pick and choose the elements that suit
your specific business needs and goals.


Develop & Grow All Employees

Encourage development and give your workforce the
best circumstances to grow within your company
through gamified training universes.

Operations PRO

Utilize the Manager Overview

Communication PRO

Allow managers to operate with a digital tool that gives
them a clear overview of training activity, providing
valuable insights on employee development.

Training PRO

Essentials
training pro

Packages

Recommended Add-ons
reach / engage / unite
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/ WELCOME & ONBOARD NEW HIRES

Are you new hires

underprepared?

A passionate welcome
to the Gina Family

Our platform allows you to create a thorough pre - and
onboarding experience for all new hires to ensure they are
informed and ready to perform from day one.



Previously, Gina Tricot had limited pre - and onboarding procedures
and as they were not digitized, it was more difficult to ensure
organization-wide alignment on training processes. 



New hires will have a digital starter pack with access to the
most relevant information about your company, while
managers can welcome and interact with new joiners. 





Today, all new hires are pre - and onboarded relative to their
department in the company. Onboarding for retail workers lasts six
months to ensure lessons are applied on the shop floor. Gina Tricot
also motivates all their employees by creating digital but personal
training filled with videos and other interactive media.

“We needed to reach all employees by
digitizing processes. The app now makes
the whole company feel like one family.”
Tailored welcome
pages

Training pro

Relevant pre- and
onboarding training

Management 

welcome video

Feedback and
evaluation flow

Sara Janström

Automated rules
based on needs


TRaining Manager - GIna tricot
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/ DEVELOP & GROW ALL EMPLOYEES

Are you experiencing  

high churn rates?
40%

Our platform enables you to create your own engaging and
motivating training materials. This encourages growth and
development with the goal of retaining your workforce.



of frontline workers are
considering leaving their
job within 6 months

Employees can take charge of their own development and seize
growth opportunities within your organization, while managers
can offer increased responsibilities based on performance.

Mckinsey - 2021

Reaching all workers to
ensure productivity
Previously, Amcor Flexibles, Horsens, had difficulties training and
developing their production workers. In the process of improving their
business, they saw the need to increase their performance quality. 


Today, they bought into an agile communication and training tool with
an engaging approach to development. This will help improve
employee knowledge about the complex technical aspects of the
production. Their strategy will ensure shift workers have the same
knowledge, resulting in efficient production. 




“We want all workers to feel comfortable
by making training a natural part of our
employee experience”.
Structure training in
phases and levels

Training pro

Establish mandatory
courses and lessons

Build a voluntary and
seasonal training universe

Set training 

deadlines

Josephine Hegelund

Reward with badges
and certificates

HR MANAGER - Amcor Flexibles, Horsens
reach / engage / unite
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/ UTILIZE THE MANAGER OVERVIEW

Do your managers
drown in complicated
training processes?

Changing the career
path structure

Our platform allows all managers to have a clear overview of
training within their department, which provides valuable insights
into their employees’ growth and training progression. 



Previously, Change of Scandinavia used several tools including
emails and dense excel sheets on a shared drive. Career progression
was solely overseen by HQ, and training varied between stores and
countries.



As managers will have a better understanding of their employees’
training journeys, they can spend their time on the most relevant
and effective development.


Today, they will implement a comprehensive career path structure
and automate their managerial processes within their platform. They
have clearly outlined several different steps to progress through the
organization allowing managers to help grow their employees.


“The platform has become an
important tool to help us reach

all employees.”
In-app training 

activity dashboard

TRAINING pro

Manager checklists
for onboarding

Let managers know
when to follow up

Organization-wide
training insights

Katja Remme

Filter options and

capabilities

Retail project Manager - Change of scandinavia
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/ Further steps

Want to find 

out more?
Reach out to get more information about the Training PRO
Package and implementation process!

www.relesys.net

training pro
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